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Julie Humphreys 
Manager 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hello Cue, 

 

May has been an extremely busy month for both the town and the Cue CRC. We’ve had   

several events in Cue.  

The weekly craft group on Wednesdays has been well-attended with Lydia demonstrating 

how to spin silk on one of the days. This was very interesting. Join us every Wednesday from 

9am for Craft Group. 

Department of Transport visited twice in May and will be back at the Cue CRC again on 12th 

June from 1.00pm. 

Services Australia was on hand on  31st to help anyone with any Centrelink, Medicare or  

other queries in regards to Services Australia.  

The June Cricut workshop is going ahead on Sunday 11th June with a couple of participants 

already booked, so we have a few places available. We look forward to seeing you. 

The Cancer Council’s Biggest Morning Tea was a welcome surprise to everyone with the 

high numbers of people willing to join in the fun. Donations and cake sales raised $1074.20 

for cancer research. Next years event  will hopefully be bigger and better than this years and 

we hope to start raising money earlier with weekly cake sales at the CRC. 

Once again the markets attracted a lot of attention from passers-by and travellers staying in 

town. There were about 7 stalls for the May markets with one or two being from people who 

were here just for a day or so. As a result there was an abundance of choice when it came to 

buying that unusual gift or something a bit quirky. It was an extremely successful market 

with new acquaintances mad and new ideas discussed for future events. June Sunday     

Markets are on the 25th and we hope to have another successful event. 

On another note I took some time off in May to visit with my sister who came up from    

Bunbury. We did a bit of travelling and visited Big Bell and Walga Rock. My sister and her 

family were really impressed with Walga Rock, but commented on the lack of signage and 

advertisement. My sister loved the old buildings here in Cue as much as I do, and I was lucky 

enough to show her the old bank building which she was totally impressed with. 

Holidays are never long enough, are they? You always have to go back to work. 
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Sandra Box 
Customer Service Officer 

The CHC has excitedly taken delivery of five new glass display cabinets. They are in three      

different sizes, have lights and are lockable. The cabinets were donated by Evolution Mining 

after a visit from the senior Exploration and Geologist Managers in April last year. The need 

for more cabinets was discussed and a proposal submitted shortly afterwards which was   

approved. Although the process was quite drawn out the payment was gratefully received in 

March this year. 

Gardner Mining was instrumental in the collection of the cabinets from Perth and they were 

delivered to the CHC immediately after the Anzac Day breakfast. Their significant             

contribution saved the heritage centre almost $14,000 in freight costs.  

Norm from Cue Roadhouse helped to unload the large crates with their forklift into the CHC 

and other volunteers helped to unpack them. It was a collaborative effort from start to finish 

and appreciative thanks are extended to the following: 

 Alan Hawkins and Cameron Meiklejohn from Evolution Mining  

 Darren, Sam and Leo from Gardner Mining 

 Norm Lyon and the Cue Roadhouse 

 Harry, Daryl, Jade, Robert, Georgia and Luke from the Shire of Cue 

 Fabian from Shop for Shops for his endless support 

OPENING HOURS  

Monday to Friday  

10am to 2pm 
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Numbers are steadily building at the Tourist Park with first time visitors joining        
long-term  regulars for the season ahead. Whether for pleasure or prospecting, I hope 
your stay is both relaxing and rewarding. 
 
The Cuerosity Shoppe has moved back to the Murchison Traders building at 59    
Austin St. The Senior Citizens group in conjunction with volunteers from the Cue 
Tourist Park are doing a great job of cleaning the premises, moving all the stock and 
getting it ready to  re-open which is expected to happen any day now. The area     
designated for the community gymnasium is currently being cleaned up and works 
are expected to start soon to bring this space to life. 
 
I would like to express a big thank you to all the emergency services, volunteers and     
Westgold for their efforts and contributions to the search for a prospector that was 
missing near Lake Austin for five days. It was great to hear the person was found 
alive and well.  
 
We had a great turn out to our events held in May, around forty people attended the 
Musical Bingo night hosted by Mad Danny. There were loads of great prizes, some 
Karaoke and plenty of dancing to shake off the cold weather. Plans are underway to 
host another one in July and we hope you can join us for it.  
 
Over fifty people attended Snowy and the Seven Cool Dudes who performed at the 
Shire Hall on Tuesday 23 May 2023. The Shire provided beef and gravy rolls and the 
audience  enjoyed a slap stick comedy based on the fairy tale with plenty of audience 
interaction with the kids and sharing some life lessons. 
 
Congratulations to the Community Resource Centre for hosting another great Biggest    
Morning Tea to raise money for the Cancer Council. It was a fabulous turn out of   
people and food. Over $1,000 was raised on the day for cancer research. 
 
The Cue Aerodrome is currently undergoing works to prepare the runway for sealing. 
Shire workers have been busy shaping and rolling the base course in preparation for 
the sealing crew that are due to arrive on 6 June 2023. The Cue Aerodrome will be 
closed from 6 June 2023 and reopening on 14 June 2023 while the sealing works are 
being undertaken. 
 
A number of Shire roads are waiting on repairs caused by a recent rain event. Road 
users are asked to take care when travelling, particularly at flood crossings. Please 
drive to the road conditions and observe any traffic directions. Road Condition        
Reports are available on the Shire of Cue’s website cue.wa.gov.au and also our     
Facebook page.  
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We would like to get a social game of lawn bowls up and running at the Shire Hall. If 
you are interested in joining us, call Tracy at the Shire Admin on 9963 8600 for more 
details. 
 
Upcoming events: 

Saturday 17 June – Abra Da-Cameron 
Sunday 25 June – CRC Markets 
 
 
 

Richard Towell 
Chief Executive Officer, Shire of Cue 
 
  Special Council Meeting – 6.00pm Tuesday 6 June 2023 

Next Ordinary Council meeting – 6.00pm Tuesday 20 June 2023 
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Hello Cue, 

 

On the 25th May 2023, the Cue CRC had its Biggest Morning Tea. We raised $1074.20 in all 

for cancer research, with the help of many volunteers.  

I would like to thank the Cue CRC staff for their invaluable help before, during and after the 

event.  

 

The Cue CRC would like to thank Westgold who donated 4 large cakes and some muffins, 

Joyce from the Queen of the Murchison B & B for her donation of food and help in the    

kitchen, Cue Roadhouse, Tracy Bachraty, Jenni Dennis, the ladies staying at the Tourist Park 

for their generous donations of food and the monetary donations of everyone who attended. 

 

We had a small raffle and tickets sold out quickly. Winners happily took their prizes home 

with them. 

 

We’re hoping to have a bigger and better event next year, we’ve already started to organise 

some things. 
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Hello Cue 
 
 
My apologies for failing to write an article last month. I could say that we were out of town 
helping our neighboring towns when they need it but I actually had a week on the Abrohlos 
with friends not catching fish because of the wind. One good day out of seven was horrible 
fishing weather. 
 
Being tourist season its back to the time of searching for lost prospectors who are unsuitable 
to prospect because of either their health or their preparedness or a bit of both. 
 
One of my colleagues who assists us to search for lost prospectors said to me, if you want to 
get lost while prospecting, go out by yourself, don’t take any water, suitable warm clothing, 
GPS, Epirb, sat phone or someone with you and don’t tell someone where you are going, 
you will sure enough get lost and the worst could happen.  
 
So follow these rules if you’re a keen prospector, which I know a lot of you are. 
 
Make sure you are fully equipped: 
 
Go walking with your best mate. 
Tell someone where you are going and go there. 
Take water and food in your back pack 
Wear the right clothing, it does get cold out in the bush. (Reflective strips like the mining 
companies help us find you at night with the plane) 
Take a GPS and Sat Phone. 
Take some food and water. 
Make sure your car is suitable 
Take a box of matches so you can build a fire and you are easier to find. 
Consider your own health first 
 
If you realise that you are lost, DON’T keep walking in hope, STAY WHERE YOU ARE and 
make sure we can see you easily from a plane. 
 
Have a great month everyone. 
 
Mark, Pete and Joe. 
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Cue CRC 

Monday 12th June, 1pm to 3pm 

72 Austin Street, Cue WA 6640 
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Our little school just seems to get busier and busier. We are seeing good results continue with our reading 
curriculum and the home reading program continues to gain momentum thanks to Mrs M.  

 
We were all so glad to here the wonderful news of the successful search and rescue mission just south of 
Cue. We must thank all those who gave their time to assist and let them know we appreciate what they do 
for our community. 
Cue School had a surprise visit from some of the search party and our students got to feed them and ask 
questions. Clover, Bubbles, Ink and Dakota were very satisfied with our oval’s grass after four days    
working in the bush. 

Afron and Noah were two of our hard workers this week.  
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Cue School were fortunate last week to have Lorin Nicholson come from Queensland to work with our  
students in Room 2, the Deadly Futures class and students from Pia Wadjarri Remote School. With his 
entertaining guitar playing and stories of his challenges & achievements growing up blind, the students 
really engaged in leadership and team building sessions that he delivered. Lorin also performed in a     
community concert that was well attended. There were many comments from attendees about how       
motivational they found it. Thank you to all who attended, your support is a big part of what makes our 
school successful. 

Lorin worked with staff as well, highlighting the  
need to get to the core problem learning  

problem to really help students learn. 
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COUNTRY STARGAZING 
 

with Carol Redford and Donna Vanzetti, Astrotourism WA 
 

Have You Seen the Emu In The Sky? 

One of the most incredible objects to see in the night sky is the Aboriginal constellation of the Emu In 
The Sky.  It lies within the band of the Milky Way and its shape is outlined by dark areas of the night 
sky, not the stars.  The Emu is best seen throughout winter in dark country skies and is  spectacular, 
spreading right across the evening sky.   
To find it, first locate the Southern Cross constellation above the southern horizon. Two bright stars 
directly above due south are, “the Pointers” to the Southern Cross. The Southern Cross is to the right 
of “the Pointers”. 
On the left-hand side of the Southern Cross, try to find a dark oval shape, called the Coalsack Nebula. 
This is the head of the Emu with the beak pointing downward. The long neck stretches to the left 
through the middle of “the Pointers”. The body and legs of the Emu stretch halfway across the hori-
zon towards the east. 
When to look: 8.30pm, mid-June. 
Which direction to look: South. 
South Western Australia’s Indigenous people lived by six seasons.  When the Emu is seen high in the 
sky, it indicates weather is changing and getting colder and wetter.  This season is called Makuru and 
was a time to move inland for sheltered locations.  Campfires formed the heart of communities, 
providing warmth and a place to gather for music and storytelling.   
Another beautiful cosmic view to enjoy will be on the 22nd June when Mars, Venus and the Moon 
make a close approach together. The three celestial objects will form an almost perfect equilateral 
triangle in the western sky.  The evening star Venus, the red planet Mars and the lovely thin slither of 
the Moon will make a spectacular site in the twilight sky. 
When to look:  Sunset to 8.00pm on the 22nd June.   
Which direction to look: North west. 
 

Written by Donna Vanzetti 
 
Find more stargazing tips and country events at www.astrotourismwa.com.au.   

 
Finding the Emu in the Sky. 

 
If you’re a budding “astro-enthusiast”, check out…  

Stargazers Club WA’s telescope classes & astronomy events for beginners at: 
www.stargazersclubwa.com.au.  

Or visit Donna Vanzetti’s YouTube Channel, Star Tracks Space Adventures. 

 

http://www.astrotourismwa.com.au
https://astrotourismwa.com.au/emu-in-the-sky/
http://www.stargazersclubwa.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/@startracks-outbackspaceadv8038
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SNOW WHITE AND THE 7 COOL DUDES… 
 

What a fantastic night! 50 people came and sang and laughed to this 
wonderful fun pantomime. The night started with beef and gravy rolls, 

ending in smiles and great memories.  
Thank you to Jally Entertainment for a fun family night. 
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CUE  

RAILWAY STATION 
 
 

Has anyone been up to the Railway Station building at night, lately? If not you should go and 

have a look at the awesome lighting arrangement created by Shane Baker from Access     

Electrical Contracting. 

Next on the list of display lighting is the camels coming into Cue from the south. Keep an eye 

out in the coming months for what will be another excellent lighting display. 

The Cue Railway Station was built in 1898, a year after the railway was opened. 

The railway line was closed in 1978 and there are no remnants of the line within the Cue   

town-site.  

However, the railway station and its platform still stands today and is now the location of the 

town oval and being used for the Cue Youth Centre. 
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Local station owners got together at Yarraquin Station on 26th May to undertake a         

community baiting program. The control of wild dogs has been a continuing problem in the 

region and is the prime reason why the sheep and wool industry is almost non existent in the 

Southern Rangelands region. The Shire of Cue is very supportive of the measures pastoralists 

take to control the dog problem. Financial  support from both the State and Federal        

Government has been limited over time and the Murchison Regional Vermin Council (MRVC) 

has been instrumental in securing Government funding to complete the construction of a 

vermin proof fence around 52 stations in the region. 

It is hoped that the Murchison will one day see a thriving wool and sheep industry return 

and contribute to the local economy. For now the control of wild dogs is an essential part of 

that goal and is designed to enable pastoralists to look to the future with some optimism 

and confidence. 
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Licensed Electrician 

PH: 0447 170 122 
 

SERVICING MIDWEST — BASED IN CUE 
MINING | INDUSTRIAL | COMMERCIAL | DOMESTIC 

 
admin@accessec.com.au 

 

EC14411 

mailto:admin@accessec.com.au
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Agents For:               

                          
All Evaporative Air Conditioning Parts      
Coerco Water Tanks  & Agriculture Products             
Mt Magnet Meats 
Toll Ipec 
Firearms Dealer 
  

OWNER /MANAGERS 

Ross & Pix Pigdon 
 
 

BELL & CO (EMPORIUM)   LIQUOR—GROCERIES 

Phone:    08 99631012 
Fax:        08 99631370 
Pix Mobile:  0428508090 
Mobile:   0427864165 (Toll Ipec) 
email:    bellcoptyltd@bigpond.com.au 

49 Austin St, Cue W.A. 6640 

Shop Hours 
 

Monday—Friday: 9 am — 1.00 pm    
Monday—Friday: 3.30pm — 6.00 pm 
Saturday: 9 am — 12.00pm 
Sunday: Closed  
Public Holidays: to be advised 
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https://play.afl/auskick/register-interest 
 

6th May 
2023 

10.00am 

Registrations are now online at the link below.  

Auskick and Junior Footy has started. 
Let’s all support our kids, get them smiling and moving. 

Please note: Teams will be randomly selected each week and we encourage all to work 
together to give our kids the best AFL  experience possible. 

If you are interested in coaching, umpiring or volunteering please register as well.  
Coaching course coming up soon. 

Contact: Tracy Bachraty  9963 8600 
Follow us on :   MURCHISON FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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03/6   Mt Magnet 
10/6   Cue 
17/6   Mt Magnet 
24/6   Cue 
22/7   Cue 
29/7   Meekatharra 
05/8   Cue 
12/8   Mt Magnet 
19/8   Cue and end of season 

START 
10.00am 

Please come down and help the kids participate and enjoy their Saturday. 
We very much need extra hands…. 
Contact Tracy at the Shire:  9963 8600 
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LOGIC PUZZLE 

CLUES 

1. The pair that skated to Falling Star didn’t include Eduardo. 

2. The pair that skated to Carne Cruda scored 3 tenths of a point higher than 

Debra’s pair. 

3. The team that skated to Warsaw Nights included Patrick. 

4. Of Bonita’s pair and Brad’s pair, one finished with 28.1 points and the other 

skated to Kalinka. 

5. Of the pair that scored 27.5 points and Jeff’s pair, one included Penny and 

the other skated to Ave Maria. 

6. Naomi’s pair was either the team that skated to Falling Star or the pair that 

skated to Kalinka. 

7. The pair that skated to Ave Maria was either Kevin or Patrick’s pair. 

8. Kevin’s pair scored 6 tenths of a point higher than Olga’s pair. 
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WORD SEARCH 
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June 2023 

RFDS: 

 
Tuesday 13th 

Tuesday 27th 

 
Please contact the 

Nursing Post  for 

GRAMS. 
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May Puzzle Solutions 

MAY LOGIC PUZZLE  

MAY WORD SEARCH  
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

    1 2 3 
 
Auskick 

4 5 
 
PUBLIC  
HOLIDAY 

6 7 
 
Craft Group 

8 
 
Mobile Service 
Centre 

9 10 
 
Auskick 

11 
 
Cricut      
Workshop 
 
Church  
Services 

12 
 
DOT 

13 
 
RFDS 

14 
 
Craft Group 

15 16 17 
 
Auskick 
 
 

18 
 
Church  
Services 
 
 

19 20 
 
Council  
Meeting 

21 
 
Craft Group 

22 
 
 

23 
 
 

24 
 
Auskick 

25 
 
Markets 

26 27 
 
RFDS 

28 
 
Craft Group 

29 30  

 

 

June 
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